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Agenda Item 4 - Principal Issues. Please can the following be added to the issues, if not already
included:
My relevant representation included details of flaws in the consultation procedure leading to the
DCO, and inaccuracies of information given. Where will this be covered in the examination?
Landscape and visual effects. Will the item cover the amount and quality of hedgerows and other
features which are proposed to be removed? Will the adequacy of information on lighting be
covered?
Noise and vibration. â€˜Operation effects upon nearby residents' is listed; a benefit claimed for
the scheme is the reduction in noise from the existing road for residents. Will this be covered?
Scope of Development and Environmental Impact Assessment. Under â€˜relevant alternatives'
will alternatives put forward by correspondents be assessed?
Transportation and traffic. Will the effect on users of the bus services during operational and
construction phases be considered ? Will non-road complementary public transport facilities be
looked at, where a lower-cost road could result ?
Water Environment. Will 'surface water drainage' consider whether adequate arrangements have
been made to cope with increasingly-heavy flash flooding ?
Economic Costs. I cannot see where these are to be discussed in the agenda. Presumably the
benefit cost ratio for the scheme is an important factor.
Agenda Item 5
I cannot see at which stage IPs can suggest places for site inspection.
Agenda Item 6
I appreciate the inspector's comments about the difficulty of handling large electronic documents,
and the need to keep the memory size small. Even now, some of the maps in the DCO do not
show enough detail when displayed on the screen. The applicant has not been willing to distribute
printed drawings at the large size necessary for adequate viewing; how can such large, detailed
drawings be viewed and assessed adequately by a virtual meeting ?


